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Abstract. Muon colliders potential to provide a probe for fundamental particle physics 
is very interesting. To. obtain the needed collider luminosity, the phase-space volume 
must be greatly reduced within the muon life time. The Ionization cooling is the 
preferred method used to compress the phase space and reduce the emittance to obtain 
high luminosity muon beams. We note that, the ionization losses results not only in 
damping, but also heating. We discuss methods used including moments methods, 
Focker-Plank Equation, and Multi Particle Codes. In addition we show how a simple 
analysis permits us to estimate the most part of the optimal system parameters, such 
as optimal damping rates, length of the system and energy. 

INTRODUCTION 

To obtaine very intense muon beams needed for a high-luminosity muon collider 
a high intensity proton source is bunch compressed and focused on a heavy metal 
target. The pions generated are captured and transferred to a decay channel. Since 
the muons are created through pion decay into a diffuse phase space, some form of 
cooling is necessary, to compress the phase space and reduce the emittance. Ioniza- 
tion is the preferred method, where the muons passing through a material medium 
lose momentum and energy through ionization interactions in transverse and lon- 
gitudinal directions. The normalized emittance is reduced due to transvers energy 
losses. Although Ionization cooling studies dates back to 1970 (see e.g. [l-5]), ex- 
perimentally it is a new technique that has not yet been demonstrated. We discuss 
the formalism including equations for damping rates of particles, optimization cri- 
terion, etc. We show how to estimate the optimal damping, energy and length of 
the system and illustrate the use of our formulations, with a numerical example. 
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FORMALISM 

At present time principles of the ionization cooling are well known and estab- 
lished. However, some details of the theory are not completely clear. A milestone of 
the theory are equations for damping rates of an individual particle. If longitudinal 
ionization cooling is absent transverse damping rates are defined by the following 
equation: 

’ 

Here x, y are transverse variables and z is a longitudinal variable. 
dEiO” 
~ ( z )  = ionization energy losses; rn is the muon mass; p, y are the relativis- 

tic muon parameters. Where XI and XII are natural transverse and longitudinal 
damping rates (decrements) respectively. 

Longitudinal ionization cooling may be introduced artificially, if: 1) we use sec- 
tion with dependence ~ ( x , z ) ;  2) this section is designed in such a way as to 
have dispersion function XI!% inside. Then 

&‘On 

Here 

L(z )  = 
d (0, z )  
dx dz 

(3) 

However, introduction of XII(Z) changes a corresponding damping rate &(z)  [2,9] 

In general case, there is a fundamental theorem [2], that 

Thus, we see, that we can only redistribute the damping rates. 
However, each section with ionization losses give not only damping, but a heat- 

ing as well: transverse heating appears due to  multiple Coulomb scattering and 
longitudinal one is due to so named “straggling” of the ionization losses (we note 
that, this straggling is produced by fast “knock-on” ionization electrons). 

From theoretical point of view, a situation with ionization cooling completely 
corresponds to a situation with radiation cooling whose theory is well developed. 
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There is some standard “hierarchy” of methods for analyzing such systems; i) 
Moments met hods, ii) Focker-Planck equation, iii) Multi-part icles codes. 
i) Method of moments (MM) 

Using equation of motion for separate particles or kinetic equation, it is easy to 
derive equations for the second order moments ((s2), (zz’), ( x ‘ ~ )  and etc.). (see, 
for example, [ll]). Analysis of these equations permits us to find equilibrium emit- 
tances and to investigate evolution of emittances with time for linear external fields. 
It is necessary to be very careful when using this method (MM) e.g., 1) In transverse 
plane a strong focusing usually is used, and therefore “smoothing7’ of the motion 
(change w:(z) + w,”) must be done very accurately. 2) Often some authors have 
solved only the equations for (zn) (which, really, is proportional to  beam temper- 
ature) without solving the equations for the last moments. However, to calculate 
evolution on time accurately we must solve the system of coupled equations for the 
moments [6,7,11]. 
ii) Focker-Planck (FP) equation 

To find a form of a distribution function and to  estimate beam losses due to 
diffusion it is possible to use the FP equation. The one-dimensional FP equation 
has the following form: 

a .  af D- I- +a- ( f I )=-  aI  a ( ”) ar d l  dZ 

Where f = the distribution function (f = f ( I ,  2)); I = action; z = longitudinal 
variable; D = the diffusion coefficient; and Q = the damping coefficient. The FP 
equation must be solved using the following boundary condition: 

fm(Im7 2) = 0 (7) 
where Im is the aperture in I-variable. If Im = 03, Eq. (5) has a stationary solution: 

1 I 
I* fo = - exp (-x) 

Where Io = E .  
Let us underhe, that if Im >> IO, we can estimate particle losses using a simple 
formula: 

II D- ( I  = Im) = - D I m  exp (-2) = 
1 d N  Imafo -- 
N d z  d l  I; 

a h  exp (-2) 
IO 

If ~li constant, 

(9) 



For example, if (that corresponds to  damping of an initial 

If condition I ,  >> IO is not performed, we can find a beam evolution by numer- 

= 9 and L = 
emittance in 150 times), three-dimensional diffusion losses 

ical solution of FP equation. 
iii) Multi-Darticle codes. 

We see that  method of moments (MM) and Focker-Planck (FP) equation gives 
only limited information. A whole information about the beam, including large- 
angle scattering, interactions with residual gas, increase of emittances due to  non- 
linearity of the external field and so on can be found only by multi-particle codes. 
Map methods are not convenient for our problem due to  presence of large noises. 
However, we note, that it is a correct procedure that can. be used to validate accu- 
racy of the final results of numerical calculations. 
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OPTIMIZATION AND CALCULATION OF 
PARAMETERS 

Problem of choice of optimal parameters for the muon cooling system is open, 
and its solution is far from trivial due to  infinite numbers of possible options. 
The process of optimization can usually be divided into five stages: 1) choice of 
optimization criterion; 2) calculation of “primary” parameters by use of simple 
analytical models; 3) choice of design of focusing and accelerating systems; 4) 
search of optimum for chosen focusing and accelerating systems by use of more 
sophisticated algorithms; 5) validation of chosen scheme by use of multi-particles 
codes, etc. Here we discuss the first two points (others are not of scope of this 

0 Optimization: Luminosity of collider L is defined by the following expression: 
paper) - 

Where N = a number of muons per bunch, f = mean repetition frequency of 
collisions, E{ = emittance at collision point and @I = @-function at collision point. 
Usually is limited by condition: 

f Pf  L 0, 
where 0; is a longitudinal bunch size. Let us assume, that: 1) % is known 
(monochromatic experiments); 2) we can redistribute emittances inside a given six- 
dimensional phase volume. Then, taking into account losses in the cooling system, 
we can rewrite Eq. (11) in the following form: 

c 

h 
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Here “NO” is a number of particles at an entrance of the cooling system, “exp” 
describes muon decay, “D” describes muon losses in cooling section, and “QN” is 
an  invariant six-dimensional phase volume of muon beam. 

Thus we can introduce “merit factor” which describes a quality of muon cooling 
system. We obtain 

Note that, the dependence on hN may be stronger. With account of all the 
circumstances, we can write 

R N (VQ”)a 

with Q! in interval (0.5; 2/3). 
0 Calculation of primarv parameters 

Let us neglect muon losses (D = 1, exp [-& so 7(z1] = 1). Then to  maximize 
R we must minimize GN. Taking into account standard formula for equilibrium 
phase volumes, we have: 

% A  

This equation has a solution relative to 011: 

However, a situation will change if we take into account the muon losses. 

In this case (for AI = All) 
As an example, let us consider a simplest case: 1) D = 1; 2) All << R; 3) y = yo. 

It is easy to  see that in this case there is an optimal system length L, which is 
defined by the following equation: . 



€0 -€eq Where A = 2 and B = -. CTO 'YO 

Numerical Example: We consider a numerical example with 7 0  = 1.5; X = 5. - 
10-2rn-1; B = 10. Then we obtain: e- 

rFax = XL = 3.6 
0.6 

Rmax 2I /(/TL 
I 

DISCUSSION 

We discussed the formulation and methods used to  study the muon dynamics. 
We did not try to present all the questions in detail. We illustrated and would 
like to underline, that simple analysis permits us to estimate the most part of the 
optimal system parameters, such as optimal damping rates, length of the system, 
energy, etc. 
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